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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Fractures of the distal radius constitute one of the
common skeletal injuries. This type of fracture usually results
from low energy trauma in the elderly with low functional
demand. The optimal method of obtaining and maintaining an
accurate reduction remains a topic of controversy. Study was
done with the aim to evaluate and compare the clinical and
radiological outcome in patients with extraarticular distal end
radius fractures treated with i.e., closed reduction and cast or
with closed reduction, K wires and cast.
Material and Methods: This was a prospective study
consisting of sixty cases with distal end radius extra articular
fracture with age greater than fifty years. The patients were
randomly allocated to either closed reduction or closed
reduction with percutaneous K-wire group equally. Clinical
and radiological assessment was done in subsequent follow
ups. Activities of daily life (ADL) were assessed using the
demerit point system of Gartland and Wereley.
Results: The mean radiological parameters at three months
in closed reduction and casting group were-radial length 8.93
mm, volar tilt 4.63 degrees and radial inclination was 19.47
degree. The mean radiological parameters at three months in
closed reduction and K wiring group were-radial length 11.33
mm, volar tilt 7.67 degree and radial inclination was 22.87
degree.
Conclusion: From our study, we concluded that close
reduction with percutaneous K-wire and casting has better
functional, clinical and radiological outcome than closed
reduction and casting alone.
Keywords: Distal Radius Fracture, Percutaneous Pinning,
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INTRODUCTION
Fractures of the distal radius constitute one of the common
skeletal injuries. These injuries account for one sixth of
all fractures evaluated in emergency room.1,2 This type of
fracture usually results from low energy trauma in the elderly
with low functional demand.3 Significance of this increased
because of increasing elderly population, high energy
vehicle accidents, and greater demand of perfection by
patient and also due to potential early and late complications.
Approximately 10% of 65 years old will sustain a distal radius
fracture during the remainder of their lifetime. The optimal
method of obtaining and maintaining an accurate restoration
of distal radial anatomy remains a topic of considerable
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controversy. Wide arrays of techniques, including closed
reduction and cast immobilisation and close reduction and
percutaneous pinning, external fixation, dorsal plating, volar
locked plating, intra medullary nail fixation used as single or
combined procedures, each have their own specific merits
and demerits.4,5
Traditionally fractures of distal radius in elderly have been
treated by closed reduction and immobilization in a plaster
cast. Maintenance of satisfactory alignment is difficult.6,7,8,9
Recent studies indicate high rate of re-displacement, reangulation and remanipulation following closed reduction
and cast immobilization.8,9 Supplementary percutaneous
K-wire fixation resulted in a significantly better maintenance
of the alignment of the completely displaced fractures of the
distal radius.10-15
Complications are known to occur in both the groups13,14
(close reduction and cast immobilisation and close reduction
and k-wiring). Hence, this prospective comparative study
of closed reduction and cast immobilization versus closed
reduction and K-wire fixation in distal radius extra articular
fractures was conducted to identify the difference in
functional, radiological and clinical outcome between the
two groups.
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Study was done with the aim to evaluate and compare
the clinical and radiological outcome in patients with
extraarticular distal end radius fractures treated with i.e.,
closed reduction and cast or with closed reduction, K wires
and cast.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Sixty adult patients with a distal end of radius extra articular
fractures (Frykman’s type 1 and 2), who were admitted to
the Dr. R. N. Cooper Municipal General Hospital, Juhu,
Mumbai-400056, fulfilling the inclusion criteria and willing
to participate in this study were included. This was a
prospective study consisting of sixty cases with distal end
radius extra articular fracture with age greater than fifty
years. The patients were randomly allocated to either closed
reduction or closed reduction with percutaneous K-wire
group equally. Thirty patients in closed reduction group were
treated by closed reduction with cast application and another
thirty patients in closed reduction with percutaneous K-wire
group were treated by closed reduction with percutaneous
K-wire and cast application. Patients with intra-articular
fractures, open injury, and those with neurovascular
compromise were excluded from this study.
Clinical and radiological assessment was done in subsequent
follow ups. Activities of daily life (ADL) were assessed
using the demerit point system of Gartland and Wereley
based on objective and subjective criteria, residual deformity
and complications.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS, Inc.,
Chicago, Illinois) version 18.0 was applied to confirm
statistical significance of the data thus collected. Descriptive
statistics was used to describe the sample in terms of sociodemographic and clinical characteristics. Parametric tests,
non-parametric test (χ, ANOVA, Mann- Whitney U) was
used to compare between groups. In this study, a level of
significance (α)of < 0.05 (2-tailed) was taken to consider a
result (group difference) statistically significant.

RESULTS
The mean age of patients treated by closed reduction
with casting was (Mean +SD) 60.03+ 5.41 years while
those treated by closed reduction with K-wire and casting
was (Mean +SD) 58.9+ 5.08 years. (Range from 50 to 74
years). The most common mode of injury was fall on out
stretched hand (85%). The complications were seen more
in closed reduction with casting group when compared to
closed reduction with K-Wire group. Patients treated with
close reduction and percutaneous K-Wire and casting has
significantly increased all range of movements compare to
close reduction and casting. In closed reduction with casting
group, 1 patient (3.33%) had excellent result, 9 patients
(30%) had good results and 15 patients (50%) had fair results
and 5 patients had(16.67%) had poor results. Patients with
close reduction with K-wires and casting has statistically
significant (p<0.01) better outcome than close reduction

and casting group based on Gartland and Wereley scoring
system. On evaluation of all three radiological parameters
(Radial length, Radial inclination, and Radial tilt) over
the period of time at 6 weeks and 3 months, they were
statistically significant (p<0.001) among close reduction and
Kirschner wire group in comparison to close reduction and
casting group.
So, patients with close reduction with k wire and casting
group has better radiological outcome than close reduction
and casting group.
Functional and clinical evaluation and range of motions over
the long period of time at 3 months and 6 months, the close
reduction with k wire and casting group has statistically
significant (p<0.01) better functional and clinical outcome
than close reduction and casting group.

DISCUSSION
The fractures of distal end radius is one of the commonest
fractures in Orthopaedic practice with increasing number of
low energy fractures in elderly.16 While anatomical reduction
can usually be achieved by closed manipulation, there is still
no agreement as to the most appropriate way of maintaining
this reduction.
In our study we found that most common mode of injury
for extra articular distal end radius fracture was falling on
the outstretched hand (FOOH) (85%). RTA/ high velocity
trauma was mode of injury in 15% cases. As per literature
supported by T. Azzopardi et al8, Jupiter JB16, etc. falls on the
outstretched hand (trivial trauma) is the most common mode
of injury.
Overall complications were seen more in closed reduction
with casting group when compared to closed reduction with
K-wire group. A high complication rate was observed in
closed reduction and casting group because of insufficient
reduction and inadequate methods of immobilization.4,17,18
Radiological outcome was assessed by using standard
AP and lateral radiograph at six weeks and three months,
by measuring radial length (RL), radial inclination (RI)
and volar tilt (VT) parameters. The mean radiological
parameters at three months in closed reduction and casting
group were Radial length 8.93mm, volar tilt 4.63 degree and
Radial inclination was 19.47 degree. The mean radiological
parameters at three months in closed reduction and K wiring
group were Radial length 11.33 mm, volar tilt 7.67 degree
and Radial inclination was 22.87 degree.
Our result of the improved radiological outcome in closed
reduction and K-wire group is supported by a large number
of previous studies.8,19,20
Functional and clinical evaluation
In our study, we assessed the functional and clinical outcome
by the Gartland and Wereley20 De-merit scoring system at
six weeks, three and six months. There was a significant
difference in functional and clinical outcome between these
two groups at every point of time in study. In closed reduction
with K-wire group, 6 patients (20%) had excellent result, 15
patients (50%) had good results and 9 patients (30%) had
fair results at six months. In closed reduction with casting
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group,1 patient (3.33%) had excellent result, 9 patients
(30%) had good results and 15 patients (50%) had fair results
and 5 patients had (16.67%) had poor results at six months.
The closed reduction with K-wire and casting group had
statistically significant (p< 0.01) improved functional and
clinical outcome than closed reduction and casting group.
Walton et.al. in their study of 102 patients treated with K
wires found that 92-95 percent of patients achieved good
functional results.20

CONCLUSION
From our study, we concluded that close reduction with
percutaneous K-wire and casting has better functional,
clinical and radiological outcome than close reduction and
casting alone. closed reduction with percutaneous K-wire
fixation under c-arm is a simple, minimally invasive
technique which provides extra stability in the treatment
of extra articular fractures of distal end of radius with good
functional, clinical and radiologically outcome.
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